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ANZCP PIRS has
been variably
restricted while
the ANZCP website was being rebuilt however we are now
getting back into business and after starting 2017 with some
new initiatives to get better feedback to perfusionists on reporting variances in practice.

We encourage feedback and suggestions
to PIRS@anzcp.org

We aim to publish summaries of reports more regularly but
would welcome feedback from users on the ease of access - the
form itself and any suggestions to PIRS@ANZCP.org
In addition we are setting up a bulletin PIRS NEWS with items
on safety in perfusion and would welcome articles or commentary on safety initiatives you might be involved with or have
seen elsewhere.
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Exploring new initiatives in safety and
Reporting — Safety 1 and Safety 2
Traditional analysis of safety in healthcare including perfusion has focused exclusively on
looking at what went wrong and finding the (root) cause then putting remedial processes in
place. This is part of what is now termed Safety 1 and there has been extensive research and
publications on error in healthcare and its avoidance. We talk about accidents and near miss,
and PIRS has recently adopted the WHO definitions of incidents as either reaching the patient (Harm or No Harm) or not (Near Miss). It transpires that with these new definitions the
vast majority of reports to PIRS are Near Miss (previously classed as “accident”). We know
that near miss data is the most
useful in providing early warning
of more serious incidents.
The emerging concept of Safety 2
focusses on what went right.

ANZCP PIRS has been variably restricted while the ANZCP website
was being rebuilt however we are
now getting back into business and
after starting 2017 with some new
initiatives to get better feedback to
perfusionists on reporting variances
in practice.
Use the following link to create a
shortcut to PIRS page on you desk
top
http://anzcp.org/perfusion-incident
-reporting-system-pirs/
OR use the following link to create
a shortcut direct to the PIRS Report
Submission form to your desktop
and hand held device
http://anzcp.org/pirs-form/

This is an area that ANZCP PIRS is
looking to embrace in conjunction with the more traditional
Safety 1 approach as these are
not mutually exclusive. The latest PIRS form introduces safety 2 with a narrative section asking 5) What went well "GOOD CATCH" (key points of rescue actions that demonstrate resilience of the system) - Every near miss has a good catch Tim Willcox FAZNCP

What is Safety 2 about?
Incident reporting in healthcare has been

Safety 2 in action

slow to emulate that in the aviation industry.
Dr Adrian

The reasons are multi factorial but a combi-

Plunkett

nation of workplace culture and the design

from Bir-

and management of reporting systems have
resulted in a failure to reach the objectives
set put in the Institute of Medicine publication To Err is Human.

Principles for Project
Management Success

mingham Children’s ICU has introduced the
concept of Learning from Excellence and is
formally capturing and studying peerreported excellence in healthcare (http://
learningfromexcellence.com/).
There is an opportunity for the perfusion
community to benefit from examples of excellence practiced in perfusion by engaging
in actively reporting great things that go on
at the sharp end, the coal face, but are fre-

Apart from re thinking our approach to PIRS
and addressing the issues of engagement of
the profession, ease of access, giving effective feedback we can start introduce Safety 2
thinking into our practice—both as part of
PIRS (the Good Catch Question) and by looking to parallels where Safety 2 approaches
have been effectively established in the
health care setting. The author of Safety 2 is
Prof Erik Hollnagel and his book Safety-1 and
safety –2 sets out this emerging philosophy.

quently isolated to that practice. The idea is
that we engage in a simple report form, similar to PIRS but much abbreviated where we
share examples of perfusion related excellence in cardiac surgery. A reporting system
is under construction that asks: Who did
something excellent?

What did they do?

What can we learn from this? What might
we do differently in the future?
We plan to call this EXPLORE— EXtending
PerfusionLearningfrOmReporting
Excellence.
ANZCP EXPLORE is at a
design stage however
we

anticipate

being

able to launch EXPLORE
by the second half of
the year.
Given

Safety-1

and

Safety –2 are not mutually exclusive but synergistic we will also select
an EXPLORE report of
the month for PIRS
NEWS

Professor Erik Hollnagel Dr Erik
Hollnagel, M.SC., PhD, is Professor at the
Institute of Regional Health Re-search,
University of Southern Den-mark (DK),
Chief Consultant at the Centre for Quality, Region of Southern Denmark, Visiting
Professor at the Centre for Healthcare
Resilience and Implementation Science,
Macquarie University (Australia), and
Professor Emeritus at the Department of
Computer Science, University of Linköping (S). He has through his career
worked at universities, research centres,
and industries in several countries and
with problems from many domains including nuclear power generation, aerospace and aviation, software engineering, land-based traffic, and healthcare.
His professional interests include industrial safety, resilience engineering,
patient safety, accident investigation,
and modelling large-scale socio-technical
systems. He has published widely and is
the author or editor of 22 books, including five books on resilience engineering,
as well as a large number of papers and
book chapters. The latest titles, from
Ashgate, are “Safety-I and Safety-II: The
past and future of safety management”,
“Resilient Health Care”, “FRAM – the
Functional Resonance Analysis Method”, and “Resilience engineering in practice: A guidebook”. Professor Hollnagel
also coordinates the Resilient Health
Care net (www.resilienthealthcare.net)
and the FRAMily
(www.functionalresonance.com)
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